FISH FOR CHANGE
CONNECT / EDUCATE / CONSERVE/ EXPLORE
FLY FISH GUANAJA, HONDURAS
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ABOUT F4C
Fish for Change is a nonprofit organization that offers
international fly fishing programs to high school and college
students. Our mission is to use fly-fishing as a platform to
make the world a better place by uniting a diverse group of
students in wild fisheries where they engage in a variety of
initiatives that promote Connection, Education,
Conservation, and Exploration. Guanaja is where F4C all
began ten plus years ago and our strong ties lead to a very
community oriented trip.
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DATES/ PRICES

Lodge: Fly Fish Guanaja
Location: Guanaja, Honduras
Program Dates: Alumni/ College June 3 - 10
Alumni/ College June 10 - 17
High School June 17 - 24
High School June 24 - July 1
Girls July 1 - 8
Cost: $4,100, everything included except flight to Roatan
Trip Leaders: Heather Harkavy, F4C Executive Director &
Scott Allen, Education Facilitator
Capacity: 8 students, 2 Trip Leaders
Airport: Roatan, Honduras (RTB)
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ACCOMODATIONS
Fly Fish Guanaja Lodge is located next to the marina,
directly in the center of town. Access to Mangrove Bight
deepens your experience beyond fishing, genuine
friendships blossom and flourish. Beachfront access to
snorkeling protected reef, hiking to waterfalls, endless
beach to walk the flats, and easy access to the local
communities make this a perfect location for programs.
There will be 2 to 3 students per cabina. The lodge has
everything you need and serves as the perfect "campus".
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GUANAJA, HN

Guanaja is one of the Bay Islands off the
Caribbean coast of Honduras. About 10,000
people live on and around this 7 by 12 mile
island. English is the first language and there
is very little tourism making it a uniquely
immersive destination to travel to. Dig in more
here: http://
www.guanajaguide.com/index.html

Fly Fish Guanaja @
Mangrove Bight, Guanaja
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FISHERY
The Bay Islands of Honduras are special, and many
organizations have been formed to keep it that way.
However, the most powerful conservation force in the islands
is the will of the people. Catch and release ethics developed
because tourists came to support local jobs. The more
anglers come to the islands, the more natural conservation
will happen.
The permit and bone fishery in Guanaja has multiplied since
anglers started coming in 2008.Guanaja offers a diverse
Caribbean flats fishery where the shallow flats comprise of
hard sand, turtle grass and coral. We mainly fish for permit
and bonefish but also hunt tarpon, snook, various species of
jacks and trigger fish.
Our boats are all custom flats boat, made locally in Guanaja
by the local boat maker, a rare trade to be found within such
a small community, which makes the connection when fishing
in these boats special. Being built locally means the
knowledge that goes into the dynamics of one of our flats
boats is specific for the flats around Guanaja.
Our guides are highly trained and are some of the best in the
Caribbean who will teach casting, tying and the finer
elements of Caribbean flats fishing.
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FISHERY CONT.
Permit:
There is an abundance of permit that
frequent the flats of Guanaja and it is likely to
see between 10 - 50 permit in a day with
multiple opportunities at shots.

Tarpon:
Guanaja baby tarpon range from five to 40
pounds, and it is common (when they’re
found) to sight cast to them on moving
tides. There are schools of them that live in
the flats in front of the small community of
Mangrove Bight.

Bonefish:
Guanaja bonefish average 4-7 pounds with
some fish reaching 10 pounds. There are
several big schools around the smaller
islands on the South of Guanaja, and big
singles feed around the entire coast. The
bonefish are big and plentiful in Guanaja, but
they are not easy to catch.

Other Flats Species:
Barracuda, Snook,
Yellowjack,Triggerfish, Boxfish,

Night Fishing:
Flats species come into the dock
llights in the evening. We will fish for
them on both fly and with a hand
line after dinner.

Offshore Fishing:

Preparing for your trip:
This environment is open to all levels of
anglers from all different backgrounds.
We have one instructor for every two
students for hands on attention.
Throughout the course of the week we
will cover gear, knots, flies, casting, etc.
The best way to prepare for your trip is
cast, cast, cast. Find an instructor in
your area, get out on the water as often
as you can, or set up targets in your
backyard. Being confident in your cast
will add a lot of value to your days
pursuing saltwater slam species.

We learn how local fisherman harvest
fish through a day of trolling and deep
dropping withhandlines. Species include
snapper, grouper, barracuda, tuna, and
more.
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TRAVEL INFO
ARRIVAL:

DEPARTURE:

Airport: Coxen Hole Roatan, RTB
Saturday Arrival: Make sure your
international flight arrives in Roatan before
2:00pm.
Trip Leaders will greet you there the
moment you walk out of customs.
A shuttle will be arranged to take group to
ferry dock.
Group will board a private ferry for a two
hour boat ride to neighboring island of
Guanaja.
Parent/ Guardian will be notified when
students arrive at lodge safely between
4pm and 6pm

Saturday Departure: Depart from the lodge on the ferry at
7am.
Arrive to Roatan Airport by 10am latest.
Trip Leaders will help students to check into their flights and
secure travel needs.
Students will have access to their phones and service for
contact with parent/ guardian. Make sure your international
flight departs Roatan after 12:30pm.

TRAVEL COMPANIONS::

If you are interested in being accompanied on your flight from the
states to Roatan, please contact our team. We can arrange a Trip
Leader or fellow student travel companion for your journey.

ITINERARY
Mangrove Project

Diving for lion fish

Alongside Bay Island Conservation Association, an organization
local to Guanaja, we will be learning about the mangrove
initiative on the island and helping to rebuild the forest hands
on.

We will be diving on the Mesoamerican Barrier reef (second
largest in the world) and shooting invasive lionfish with
homemade pole spears.

Local Students

Trash Bin Initiative

Two students will be joining us from the local Guanaja
community throughout programs that aspire to by fly fisherman.

Alongside the local school we will be building out community trash
bins and doing abig town clean up with the local elementary
school.

Dinner in town

NE Bight Camp

The guides welcome us into their home throughout the
week for dinner with their families in smaller groups.

A magical evening camp in a 30 person fishing village isolated
from the rest of Guanaja.

Bring Your Kid to Work Day

Soccer Games

We will be handlining and trolling with the guides children. That
evening we will have a feast that we learn how to clean and
prepare with everything we catch.

Scavenger Hunt
Students will be sent off on a scavenger hunt in small focused
groups throughout town to better understand the community.

Waterfall Hike
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PACKING LIST
Personal
Passport
ATM Card
Cash (for extra tipping, merch, snacks)
Sunblock
Insect Repellent
Toiletries

Clothing
Lightweight Long Sleeves
Pants
Sun Blocking Hat
Sun Blocking Buff
Sun Gloves
Rain Jacket
Wading Boots
Sandals
Bathing Suit
*BUGS ARE BAD! Being fully covered is
extremely helpful.
Laundry is available.*

Fishing
Polarized Sunglasses
Glasses Cleaner
Clippers/Nips
Wading Pack/ Dry Bag
Hemostats
Bonefish - 8/9 wt set up
Permit - 9/10 wt set up
Tarpon, Snook, Cuda - 10/ 11 wt
set up
floating fly line
leaders that taper to 20, 16, 12
Tippet: wire bite, 50lb mono, and
30, 20, 16, 12lb flourocarbon
*Please inform us if you are missing
any gear prior to your trip and we
can help fill in pieces*

Pack for a Purpose
Getting things to Guanaja is not
always easy. Make your packing
meaningful and bring some supplies
down that would go a long way!
Pack for a Purpose - Request list

Flies
Permit Flies
Kung Fu Crabs
Avalon
Kathy’s Fleeing Crab
Spawning Shrimp
All of these patterns in both bead chain and
lead eyes with hook sizes 4 & 6 in color
variations of Olive, Tan and White
Bonefish Flies
Crazy Charlie
Blind Charlie
Kwan
Bonefish Bitters
Spawning Shrimp
Sliders
Heavy Gotcha
All of these patterns in both bead chain and
small lead eyes and a few completely blind
(no eyes) with hook sizes 6 & 8 in color
variations of Olive, Tan and White, Pink
Tarpon Flies
3 - 6 inch bait fish patterns tied in white,
yellow, silver, white & red, black & red, black &
purple
Gummy Minnows in size 8 - 2 are an
awesome secret weapon for many situations
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CONTACT US
E-mail

info@fishforchange.org

Website

http://www.flyfishguanaja.com
www.fishforchange.org

Phone

9545793457
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